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[160] The adjustments and unity of the organism. -WILLIAM A. WHITE
Psyche. 1926. vii. 5.

SIMPLE cells shoN a lack of organization. In living matter there is a tendencv
for paths of energy to become permanent and it is in this tendency that wNe
find the beginning of structuralization of function or the formation of definite
tracts by energy. These energy chainnels become permanently organized,
the organizationi being transmitted to form part of the organism. Later,
organizationi follow-s a definite plan and( we fin(d head and( tail ends, etc. Ex-
periments show that energy is highest at the point where the stimulus is
received. The tapering of energy intensity is calledl the dynamic gradient.
From these concluisions it is suggested that the single-celled organism has a head
in effect, if not in structure, and the beginning of mind. Mind is the final
representation of the function of the organism as a whole. In the single cell
is fouind the conmmencement of psvchological types of reaction just as are found
the simplest tvpes of structural organization. Having touched on the evollu-
tioIn of the nervous svstem the author expresses a belief that all the internal
organs have reached the limit of their development but that the cerebral
hemispheres nmay continue to increase in size and complexity. Min(d is a
function which has not vet become structuralized. It is suiggested that bodily
struictures were originally mental. In the lower types function appears long
before structure. We cannot lav dowN-n functions in structure until thev have
been well trie(d throuigh the ages. Miiid being function without structuire is
very a(laptable. Automatic mental processes such as control the viscera and
endocrine glands represent stages which are intermediate between this fluid
quality of mind( and (lefiinitelv laid-downi struictures. Malignant gromths are
explainied in terms of the organism's (dy-namic gradient, the controllinig force at
the hea(d en(I b)einig instifficient to affect all lparts of the body equially: local
irritation wsill thuts (ledelop ani organization of its own. Instinlcts are divide-d
into two miain (rrouips, t,he sex or life a(I e°Oor (ledath instincts. In this con-
nection no menition of Freud( is fotundi.

ROBERT AM. RICRALL.

[161] An experimental study of mental and physical functions in the normal
and hypnotic states.-PAUL CAMPBELL YOUNG. Amner. Jour. of Psychol.,
1926, xxxvii, 345.

ON the whole there is no noticeable difference between normal and hypnotic
states in the ability of normal persons in the fields of sensation, perception,
fine discrimination, present memory (lea,rning an(d retention), or physical work
which does not involve fatigue. I-t is proved, homever, that memorv for long
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past events is imulich better in hypnosis than in the *waking state. Experimental
resuilts agree uwith the prevalent conception that rapport spoiltalneously appears
in the (leeper stages of hypnosis and that memory is greatlv affected in the pos&
hypnotic period. but thev are distinctlv negative in regard to spontaneous
catalepsy and complete posthypnotic amnesia as differentie of any grade
of hvpnosis. For the most part, hvpnosis seenis to consist in adopting with
great conviction an attitude of mind. Even though all mental functions in
the two states should be proved to be equal, still the differences in what the
subject will and w-ill not do, i.e., his ability to assume an attitude, are enough
to differentiate the two states. This ability to plav a part, so to speak, and
vet be quite uniconscious that he is plaving it, mav effect increased memorx
for long-past events in much the same way that, with.some persons, throwing
the body into a certain posture may enable them to recall incidents in con-
nection with a certain man who habituallv exhibited that posture. Thi-
taking of an attitude (conscequently refusing to feel the pain or even to take
cognizance of it) seems to be a description of the state of mind when analgesia
or resistance to fatigue is induced in the hvpnotic subject.

The basic difference, then, between the normal and the hypnotic state
seems to be a difference, not in strictlv mental or even phvsical abilities, but
in the attitudes which can be assumed with verisimilitude. These hypnotic
attitudes are emotional, impulsive, and voluntarv rather than intellectual.
This would leave the term hvpnosis' with a fairly definite meaning: a

state in which a person will do, in a bona fide manner. possessed of conviction,
what he will not do in waking life for lack of suich conviction."

(C. S. R.

[162 Psychogalvanic studies on sixty-four medical students. HANS C. SYZ.
Brit. Jour. of Pjychol., 1926, xvii, 54.

FORMAL elements of the galvanic curve were singled ouit and linked up with
concomitant characteristics of the emotional make-up. By this method the
psychogalvaniie reflex phenomenon may be iise(l as an indlicator of characteristie
featuires of the emzotionial make-uip of groups of in(livi(duials an(l in a lesser (legree
of single in(livi(lutals. As stimulli w-ere chosen : a list of fifty -ords, sensory
stimuili, threats, cleep breathing, and the stuggestioni to imagine a situation
involving emotion. The average number of words reacted to was aboult
one-third of the total list. The reactions were for the nmost part in close con-
nection with the §timuli. Spontaneous waves occurred in onilv a few cases
in which there was a high emotional sensitivity with a tendeney to instability.
The comparison of the frequency with the subjects' description of their own
emotional make-iip gave definite correspondence inasmuch as the individuals
with smallest number of responses were of a well-balanced andc not especially
sensitive emotional constitution, whereas the cases with most frequent reaction
w-ere of a more excitable an(d labile emotional type. The shape of the galvanic
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and respiratory cutrves was in these normal iindividuals preponderantly regular.
Individuals with many galvanie reactions tended to show a low electrical
resistance; but low resistance, on the other hand, -as not found to be
necessarily indicative of a high frequency of responses nor of special emotional
characteristics. Variations of the resting current showed no consistent corre-
lation with emotional traits of the individuals experimented on.

C. S. R.

NEUROSES AND PSYCHONEUROSES.

[163] On Neuroses (Zur Neurosenfrage).-NIESSL V. MAYENDORr. A11g.
Zeitq. f. Psychiat., 1926, lxxxiii, 441.

THE genera'l grouping of neuroses into hysteria and neurasthenia is felt to be
inadequate, and in view of the failuirc to establish any pathological anatomy
of neuroses the problem needs tackling from another standpoint. On the
other hand, the tendency to regard 'functional' as equivalent to 'psycho-
genic ' ]eads us astray into the realm of mysticism. That emotionial stress
may have physical efects, and produce symptonms, no one can doubt; but
proof is lackinig that these can produce lasting nervous disease or psychosis.

It is clear that we mtust regard neuroses not as disease processes, but as
pathological reactions of a morbid disposition based on inborn factors. The
au.ithor believes t,hat such predispositions mav be classed in the two groups
neuropathy and p)sychopathv, even though we find mixtures of the two groulps
of svmptoms. Fromw this foundation normal stresses elicit abniormal reactions.

In the neuropathic group he distinguishes four modes of reaction:
(1) Painful reactions-headache, neuralgias, etc.
(2) Asthenia-lack of energy, fatigability, unrefreshing sleep, irritability,

and the general reactions of neurasthenia.
(3) Neurotic organopathies-morbid reactions in internal organs anl(d

vasomotor system, ne;rvous in(ligestion, etc.
(4) Spasmo(lic reactions-tics. twitchings, contra,cttures, awl hyvsterical

fits, and in. his view also idiopathic epilepsv.
In the psvehopathic grouip he inclu-ides
(1) Pa,ranoid reactions--a general tenidency to suispicion, periodically

increased by stresses.
(2) The hallucinatory reaction--without confuisioni end with insight

except dcurina thc actual duration of the halltlcination; closely
linlked with this is the tendency to hallucinate in response to
suggestion, including the imagining of a suggested paralysis.

(3) Obsessional ideas and actions phobias, perversionis, drtug habits.
(4) Transitory states of depression other than manic-depressive.
(3) Abnormal characters, pathological liars, etc.
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